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Abstract. This paper reviews some of the techniques which are considered executable specifications. It explains why, in spite of their apparent benefit, they did not become an industry mainstream (yet) and what might be done about it. At last several future directions, research plans and suggestions are drawn.

1 Introduction

1.1 Specifications are Hard

“Walking on water and developing software from a specification are easy if both are frozen.” This quote from E. V. Berard [5] demonstrates maybe the biggest challenge of software projects. Today for most software development areas (especially web development) it is quite clear that software must be developed in a "soft" way. This allows the customer or stakeholder to change her mind as the software is being developed.

In contrast, the most common used form of a specification till recently, is a document, e.g., a Software Requirement Specification. For many software projects, writing such a document is a pre-requisite to starting subsequent phases like design, implementation, testing, deployment, etc.

The problem with such documents is that they are relatively hard to update as a software project encounter changes. This situation leads many times to non-relevant specifications and thereafter difficulties in verifying that the correct software was actually built.

1.2 Importance of the Requirement Phase

One might try to minimize the effect of specifications on development by eliminating or at least reducing this phase. This is not realistic for many reasons, two of the majors are: a) quoting F. Brooks famous words: “The hardest single part of building a software system is deciding precisely what to build” [7], which reminds us that there is no way around this phase. b) using data from the known (but also controversial) 1994 Standish Group "Chaos Report" which found that among 8000 projects the
number one reason for project failure was lack of user involvement [19], meaning software engineers must understand what the user needs before building it for her (later reports still contain this finding in various ranks).

1.3 Executable Specifications

Recent ideas, especially in the agile development community, try to solve the specification problem by forming requirements in a way that is both readable by client but also can be executed by a machine in order to be able validate the requirements. Thus having a shared document which is both understandable by the user (or business expert) and the development team which can execute it – hoping that in this form the document will stay relevant along the whole project life and especially allowing continuous feedback and validation to the software product status.

For the following discussion executable specification will be defined as a written specification that can be executed by a machine in order to validate the implementation.

In the reminder, this paper reviews some main methods and tools in this area, discusses their problems and why the author thinks they did not catch yet and then some suggestions and future directions.

2 Review

2.1 Executable Specification Variants

First, several related practices are identified here, further detailed reviews can be found, e.g., at [2, 3]. These practices are also supported by various tools; the prominent ones are briefly mentioned. Note that these practices are not at all equivalent one to another, but they share the major points discussed here.

Many of these methods emerged out of the test first community [11]. The first one is known as Acceptance Test Driven Development (ATDD) or many times just Agile Acceptance Testing (e.g. [15]). This practice arose as an extension to the unit-testing practice of Test Driven Development (TDD) [4]. Instead of specifying in code only the interface and required behavior of specific modules, these methods extend into developing a set of scripts which demonstrate the various behaviors of the system. Since the execution of those scripts can be automated, it is sometimes also called automated functional testing.

Another related method is Behavior Driven Development (BDD) [17]. This is also a practice (or a group of methods) augmenting TDD with emphasis on stakeholder readability and shared understanding.

The agile software development community keeps evolving these methods and recent representatives and suggested names are, e.g., Story Testing, Specification with examples [3] and lately just Living/Executable Documentation (e.g. [14]).
2.2 Tooling

Some related tools are quickly reviewed here.

FitNesse [1] is a wiki-based web tool which allows non-developers to write acceptance tests, in a formatted manner, e.g. tabular example/test data. It is built on an earlier tool: Framework for Integrated Test (FIT) [16]. FIT pioneered the possibility of non-programmers to supply tests in the form of HTML tables.

Cucumber [8] is a newer tool directly supporting BDD. It is an evolution of previous tools like RSpec Story Runner and RBehave [8]. Their main feature is the ability to run stories written in plain human language (originally English but by now a few dozen others). This tool is also highly connected to unit testing tools and user/web automation tools, discussed next.

Related and relevant tools were developed in recent years, mainly to automate the testing of web applications. Since they mimic user interactions with a web page, they can be used as tools for verifying the whole behavior of (web) applications, effectively reaching acceptance testing. Major representatives of these tools are Selenium [18] and Watir/Watin [20]—but many other exist.

3 The Reality – Slow Adoption

In spite of the apparent benefits of the methods and tools discussed so far, they are hardly used in industry (e.g. [9,10]).

Several alternative explanations are suggested:

1. These methods are relatively new. Some claim that it takes 10-15 years before mainstream industry adapts new ideas [6]. Moreover various surveys show growing adoption of TDD [4], so even though the method discussed here are not so new – the executable specification community hopes to break through.

2. It might be that the tooling suggested so far are not mature enough. Many of them are based on the Ruby language which is more common in a hacking culture rather than at mainstream enterprise development. However in recent years those tools were ported to the main platforms (e.g., Java/.Net), so it seems it is not only the tools.

3. Lastly, I believe that the slow adoption is due to the current emphasis on tooling and developer practices rather than on sharing and openness towards the non-developers involved in the development process. This is a point for further research and possibly suggesting various ways for better communication patterns between the involved parties.

4 Suggestions and Future Research

This short review is due to further investigating of the applicability of executable specification methods. Especially by using existing data related to projects using these methods [3] and also by measuring and comparing their effect on new industrial and/or student projects.
Ontologies [12] and other information/knowledge science ideas can further bring executable specifications to the business/customer world.

Lastly, it seems that over the years, the community is becoming better and better at specifying the scope of software projects. However, this comes with losing the user/stakeholder's true goals. This work would like to help forward the research and practice toward closing this gap.
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